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In the interest of clarifying certain points at issue in this proceeding, the United 

States Postal Service hereby provides its reply to comments on the Postal Service’s 

request for temporary waivers from the periodic reporting of service performance for 

certain market dominant products.  Three sets of parties filed initial comments in this 

docket.1  None of the parties appear to oppose the specific request for a temporary 

waiver under the circumstances, but each takes the opportunity to voice broader 

criticisms and propose various conditions that the Commission could impose on a 

waiver.  At this time, the Postal Service takes no position on many of these criticisms 

and suggestions, but it does wish to clarify certain points that the commenters raise. 

1. The Association for Postal Commerce and Direct Mailing Association 

(“PostCom/DMA”) characterize the Postal Service as “letting the perfect be the enemy 

of the good” by filing no data rather than wildly unrepresentative data based on a 

                                            
1 Comments of the Association for Postal Commerce and the Direct Marketing Association: Order No 664, 
Docket No. RM2011-7, February 15, 2011 (hereinafter “PostCom/DMA Comments”); Public 
Representative Comments in Response to Order No. 664, Docket No. RM2011-7, February 15, 2011 
(hereinafter “PR Comments”); Valpak Direct Marketing Systems, Inc. and Valpak Dealers’ Association, 
Inc. Comments Regarding Request for Temporary Waiver from Periodic Reporting of Service 
Performance Measurement, Docket No. RM2011-7, February 15, 2011 (hereinafter “Valpak Comments”).  
These comments were filed in response to PRC Order No. 664, Notice and Order Concerning Filing of 
Postal Service Request for Temporary Waivers from Periodic Reporting of Service Performance 
Measurement, Docket No. RM2011-7, February 4, 2011. 
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scintilla of the relevant mail volume.2  This characterization misses the mark, because it 

assumes that the scant existing data are reliable at all.  The reason the Postal Service 

instituted a certification process was because of the difficulty in assessing the reliability 

of the measured data, given discrepancies in start-the-clock times based on flawed 

mailer documentation.  If a measured start-the-clock does not actually coincide with the 

timing of acceptance, then the resulting data will indicate that the piece required more or 

less time to be delivered than was actually the case.  The state of mailers’ Full-Service 

Intelligent Mail compliance made it difficult to determine how much of the data was so 

affected and to what degree.  Thus, not only would the data be of less value than 

PostCom/DMA claim due to its small representativeness, it would also be impossible to 

say how accurately it would reflect service performance as to the very pieces it would 

purport to reflect. 

2. PostCom/DMA assert that the focus should be on maximum inclusion of 

pieces in service performance measurement, instead of the exclusion of entire mailer 

sites due to an inability to certify compliance on an indeterminate number of pieces, and 

allege that responsibility for the problems lie with Postal Service data systems as well 

as with mailers.3  The Postal Service agrees that the focus should, ideally, be on piece-

level exclusion of data.  Changes to relevant data systems scheduled for June 2011 are 

expected to enable just such a more fine-grained and inclusive approach.  Until that 

systems capability is established, the Postal Service is left with the admittedly cruder 

mailer-site approach to certification. 

                                            
2 PostCom/DMA Comments at 2-3, 6. 
3 Id. at 4-5. 
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3. As in Docket No. RM2011-1, PostCom/DMA uses its comments to 

suggest agenda items for a hypothetical conference with the Postal Service and the 

Commission, hint at a possible rule change to include changes in business rules within 

the scope of methodological changes subject to 39 C.F.R. § 3055.5, and ask the 

Commission to make the Postal Service publish afresh the business rules for service 

performance measurement.4  The Postal Service again points out that none of these 

points is the proper subject of a proceeding about whether to grant temporary waivers 

from the Postal Service’s performance reporting for specific products, and they should 

play no role in the Commission’s decision on the Postal Service’s temporary waiver 

request.5 

4. The Public Representative expresses confusion as to the reporting 

thresholds proposed for Periodicals.6  The Public Representative understands there to 

be two alternative thresholds, either of which would trigger area-level reporting.  This 

understanding is half correct.  Actually, the two thresholds serve distinct purposes.  The 

+/- 4-percent-precision threshold would govern when data would begin to be reported 

within a given area-level cell.  The 35-publications/10-percent-of-volume threshold 

would govern when service performance reporting would begin to be based on Full-

Service Intelligent Mail data, rather than Red Tag/Del-Trak data.  Even after the latter 

threshold is crossed, the former threshold could still apply to individual area-level cells. 

Finally, the Postal Service wishes to provide updated data on certification to 

mitigate potential concerns that the certification process will render reporting an ever-

receding mirage.  Within the weeks since the Postal Service’s request in this 

                                            
4 PostCom/DMA Comments at 1-2, 7. 
5 See RM2011-1 USPS Reply Comments at 14-15. 
6 PR Comments at 2 fn.3. 
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proceeding, the number of certified mailer-sites has more than quadrupled, from 26 (5 

percent) to 105 (20 percent).  The Postal Service expects the rate of certification to 

accelerate progressively in the coming months, particularly with the above-referenced 

information technology release in June 2011. 
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